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The incident with our engineer and the butcher highlighted
the need for walk in chiller and freezer cold rooms to have an

alarm system installed to alert when someone is trapped.

We want to offer our customers peace of mind and to ensure
the safety of their staff at all times.

The kit comprises of two parts.

On the inside of the cold room there is an illuminated button
mounted to a large luminous sign. On the outside there is a control

box with a strobe light and loud siren. When the permanently lit
indoor button is pushed this will set off both 

the siren and the warning beacon. There is a battery back-up which
will ensure the system works even in a power cut. 

The system can be
installed in up to 
four walk in cold
rooms/freezers 

within a maximum
distance of

10 metres of the
outside audible 

alarm and warning
beacon control 

board.
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How does it work?

1 – The control unit is fitted on the outside of the cold/freezer
room with a siren for audible and visual alarm signalling.

2 – The Emergency Button, which is constantly illuminated, is
fixed to the inside of the room. We recommend that one of these
is fixed at normal height, and one at a lower level just above the

floor should you accidently slip and not be able to reach the
higher button.
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Main Power Supply 230 Vac 50/60 Hz

Operating Autonomy With 230 Vac power connected; unlimited fully
charge battery; 10 hours

Battery 12 Vdc

Battery Life 10 hours

Visual Signal Flashing LED light

Sound emitted 100 db at 1 m

Emergency button inside cold
room

Red LED, 12 VDC – 25 to 40°C IP65

Module on outside cold room -10 to 40°C IP43

Auxiliary relay 250 VAC 5A AC1 (Contact closed with alarm active)




